Pattern recognition is extremely important for both structure elucidation and stereochemical studies as a means for the measurement of spin-spin coupling constants. Many treatises deal with the formation of splitting trees to create a pattern for a given set of spin-spin coupling constants. We present here a general systematic procedure to easily analyze first order multiplets in NMR spectroscopy. This method has the advantage of measuring coupling constants while deconvolving the signals at the same time using an extension of the modified J doubling in the frequency domain.
Introduction
The analysis of complex multiplets is an important asset for chemists. An awareness of the number of couplings present in a specific multiplet and their values is essential for proper NMR spectra interpretation. These data let us determine the number of neighbors interacting with a nucleus. Nowadays, high field NMR magnets have become common devices in most NMR laboratories. This new equipment allows many NMR signals to become first order and many overlapped ones to be resolved. However, the interpretation and extraction of new-resolved signals is not an easy task. In this paper, we present an easy procedure to understand the pattern of complex NMR multiplets and, at the same time, accurately determine the value of spin-spin coupling constants.
The interpretation of NMR signals presents a real challenge for chemists. Nevertheless, few papers have been written on pattern recognition, [1] [2] [3] so there is no easy way of explaining those reported methods. On the other hand, many papers have been written on how to accurately measure coupling constants [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] in simplex and in complex multiplets. [12] [13] We propose a new procedure based on the modified J doubling method. 13 According to our experience, this method is one of the most accurate, versatile and fast techniques to measure and to deconvolve NMR multiplets. As a requirement for a better understanding of the method, we need to remember both convolution and deconvolution mathematical concepts; so, we proceed to explain them in the next section. Also, in order to write a self-contained paper, we describe the modified J doubling method in the second section. Our main proposal, simultaneous deconvolution of equal couplings constants, is presented in the third section. The results on simulated and real NMR spectra appear in the Results and Discussion section. We close the paper with a section explaining the experimental setup.
Convolution and deconvolution
Tree diagrams easily explain NMR multiplets. This scheme is a simplification of the mathematical process known as convolution, 9,13 Figure 1 . For instance, a doublet can be obtained from the convolution (represented by the symbol ⊗) of a singlet with a pair of delta functions, 14 which could be separated by J x , Figure 1a , producing a doublet with a splitting of J x , Figure 1b , as in the tree diagram. If this doublet is convoluted again with a pair of delta functions separated by J y , Figure 1c , the result will be a double of doublets defined by J x > J y , Figure 1d , having the same result as in the tree diagram. The inverse process, going from the double of doublets to a singlet, is known as deconvolution, which is indeed the interpretation done by chemists. The coupling constant values are a requirement to perform the mathematical procedure, as in pattern recognition. J doubling in the frequency domain is a simple and easy method for measuring coupling constants needed for the deconvolution. 15 Its modification was developed to deconvolve NMR signals in a very simple manner. Measurements obtained by J doubling and modified J doubling are identical. These two characteristics make of the modified J doubling a very useful technique. We proceed to explain how the modified J doubling method works.
Modified J doubling
J doubling in the frequency domain [11] [12] consists on the isolation, extraction and baseline correction of a multiplet. The signal is convolved with an array of delta functions spaced by a trial J, J*. This method uses a set of delta functions defined by: (..., 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, ...), meanwhile the modified J doubling employs a symmetric even set of delta functions (..., 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, ...). J* is then varied within the interval where the real J is expected, J Real . The absolute integral is obtained for each convoluted spectrum, and plotted versus J*. This function is known as the integral function, Figure 2 . The highest global minimum occurring at larger frequencies of the integral function within an interval corresponds to the real coupling constant. However, subharmonic conditions 13 produce, as well, several minima which are not as deep as J Real . This fact may confuse a person not familiarized with the method. However, the deepest minimum at a higher frequency always corresponds to the value of the coupling constants we want to measure. When complex multiplets require subsequent deconvolutions, this minimum is flanked by subharmonics due to additions and subtractions of the other coupling constants. When the J* matches the J Real , the integral function has a deep local minimum. This minimum is explained in Figure 3 , which is the synopsis of the modified J doubling in the frequency domain when J* = J Real . We represent a doublet convoluted with a set of delta functions (-1, 1, 1, -1) separated by J Real . This process is represented as the sum of four steps, Figure 3b . As a first step, the doublet is multiply by -1.In the second step, it is added to the doublet previously multiplied by 1, which is moved according to the separation of the delta functions, J Real . Thirdly, it is added again to the doublet multiplied by 1 and moved 2J Real . Finally, it is added again to the doublet multiplied by -1 and moved 3J Real . There are two signals that are canceled out. The result, shown in Figure 3c , corresponds to two inverted signals at the extremes and at the center the effectively deconvoluted multiplet. This method is one of the simplest that can produce the deconvoluted signal with little effort. When J* are slightly different from J Real , an increment is produced in the integral value of the generated signal. This is the reason why the minima represent the value of the coupling constant. We have tested different sets of deltas, and most of the time, they show the same integral function with minor variations. However, the results of using those delta functions to deconvolve a multiplet with J Real may vary. A great advantage of modified J doubling is that it can be applied to simplify complex multiplets removing the coupling constants one by one. Modified J doubling can be used step by step for pattern recognition. In the next section the main idea of this work which is the deconvolution of signals with equal J's in one single step is developed.
Simultaneous deconvolution of equal couplings
Several methods have problems when they try to measure equal o very similar coupling constants. 3, 8 According to our experience, J doubling is not the exception; the minimum of integral functions that indicates the value of equal couplings becomes broader. In order to solve this problem, we proposed a new algorithm for simultaneous deconvolution of equal coupling constants. 16 Our objective is to measure accurate coupling constants and, at the same time, deconvolve triplets, quadruplets, quintuplets, etc., i. e. multiplets that follow the structure of Pascal's triangle.
To explain this new method, we should first consider the simplest case, a triplet, Figure 4a . Using the original J doubling method, a triplet is deconvolved in two steps: the coupling is measured and deconvolved to obtain a doublet; and, subsequently, deconvolved again with the same value as before. Based on modified J doubling, we propose that, instead of performing this two-step process, it is possible to convolute the delta functions first, Figure 4b , and in one single step deconvolute the triplet into a singlet, Figure 4c . It is compulsory to eliminate the signals that are outside the center of the convoluted multiplet, as the modified J doubling does. In Table 1 , we present the convolution of two types of delta functions with four and six elements. If delta functions are convoluted once, the new delta function v. g. (1, -2, -1, 4 , -1, -2. 1) will deconvolve a triplet into a singlet in one simple step. Accordingly, when we want to measure and deconvolve a quartet, we should convolute the delta functions two times first, v. g. (-1, 3, 0, -8, 6 . 6, -8, 0, 3, -1), and then convolute the signal. The number of convolutions needed to deconvolve a multiplet will depend on the signal multiplicity, see Table 1 .
It is important to mention one advantage and disadvantage of this new method. This type of delta functions can be used to measure any kind of multiplets, the integral functions produce the same local minima at values of real J's; but, only the correct new delta function will deconvolve into the right multiplet. Unfortunately, multiple convolutions of delta functions produce really high numbers generating greater artifacts as mentioned elsewhere. 10 This problem also limits the number of delta functions to be used, 16 is a recommended number; and, it restricts the method to deconvolve in one single step simulated multiplets, in the best conditions up to octuplets. Nevertheless, the general procedure is based on the modified J doubling method, which seems to be the formal deconvolution process. 13 This conception allows us to use the mathematical properties of the convolution theorem and the associative property in the frequency domain. 1, 3, 0, -8, 6, 6, -8, 0, 3, -1  quartet   [ -1, 1, 1, -1 ]   3  1, -4, 2, 12, -17, -8, 28, -8, -17, 12, 2, -4, 1  quintuplet   1  1, -2, 3, 0, -3, 6, 3, 0, 3, -2, 1  triplet  [ 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1 ]   2  1, -3, 6, -4, -3, 15, -17, 9, 9, -17, 15, -3, -4 
Results and Discussion

Pattern recognition
As mentioned before, pattern recognition is a deconvolution process. A very simple case is a doublet of doublets; Figure 5 represents this case, where the multiplet is defined by J x > J y . Modified J doubling can be used to measure both couplings at the same time and remove one by one. In our experience, it is recommended to remove the higher coupling constants first, J x ; this process is represented in Figure 5a and 5b. The deconvolved signal is then convolved again and the smallest coupling constant is removed to generate a singlet, Figure 5e . The modified J doubling process is completely linear; so, it is also possible to remove the smallest coupling constant first, J y , Figure 5c and 5d; and, at the end, remove the bigger coupling constant, J x . The resulting signal is independent of the procedure followed, Figure 5e . We applied the process to a very simple experimental signal, the aromatic H2' multiplet of nicotine, Figure 6a . The procedure consists on digitizing, isolating, baseline correcting and extracting the multiplet. Once these have been done, the signal is processed by the modified J doubling method using 64 delta functions. The integral function, Figure 6b , clearly shows several minima at 2.24, 0.88, 0.76, 0.44 Hz. The 2.24 Hz minimum corresponds to the biggest coupling constant present in the multiplet. The next two minima are too close, making it difficult to identify the appropriate coupling constant. However, the first subharmonic condition is at J / 3. Solely considering these data, it seems that the minimum at 0.88 Hz is another coupling constant and the minimum at 0.76 is the subharmonic of 2.24 Hz. The first deconvoluted signal is a double of doublets, Figure 6c . The integral plot of this signal is in Figure 6d . The function presents three clear minima at 0.88, 0.45, and 0.29 Hz. The minimum at 0.76 Hz of the first integral function disappears, confirming our supposition that it was a subharmonic. These results confirm that 0.88 Hz corresponds to another coupling constant with a subharmonic condition at 0.29 Hz. Another coupling constant seems located around 0.45 Hz. The deconvoluted signal without the coupling constant at 0.88 Hz is presented in Figure 6e . A third process produces the integral function presented in Figure 6f . At this point, it is clear that there is only one coupling constant left at 0.44 Hz. When this coupling is removed, the signal became a singlet, Figure 6g . Further treatment will show that there is no other coupling constant bigger than 0.17 Hz, Figure  6h . This analysis determines the coupling constant for nicotine: J H2',H4' = 2.24 Hz, J H2',H5' = 0.88 Hz, and J H2',H2 = 0.44 Hz. It is also possible to say that the coupling constant J H2',H6' is equal or smaller than 0.17 Hz, where the inflection point can be observed in Figure 6h . These values are in complete agreement with those previously reported. 17 This procedure has been applied to a simulation with coupling constants of 8.70, 5.30, 3.40 and 3.40 Hz previously reported by Hoye, 1 Figure 7 . For this signal, Figure 7a , it is really difficult to recognize the pattern that it is producing the splitting. According to our method, firstly the signal is convoluted. The integral function, Figure 7b , clearly shows minima at 8.7, 5.3 and a broad minimum at 3.4 Hz. As mentioned before, it is convenient to deconvolve the original signal and repeat the process again. The second integral function is plotted in Figure 7c . We can measure a coupling constant at 5.3 again and a broad minimum at 3.4 Hz, Figure 7d . The 5.3 Hz coupling is removed, Figure 7e . At this stage, it is clear that the original multiplet in Figure 7a is a double of double of triplets and with the advantage that we have measured the couplings very accurately. We apply the simultaneous deconvolution method to measure the other two coupling constants, Figure 7f . Simultaneous deconvolution could be applied to Figure 7e to obtain a singlet in one single step, Figure 7g . We show simultaneous deconvolutions applied to a simulated triplet of quintuplets in Figure  8a . A single deconvolution removes the coupling constant at bigger frequencies, Figure 8b . A different process, taking away two couplings at the same time is shown in Figure 8c . The signal, a triplet of quintuplets, becomes a quintuplet in one single step. Also, similar independent steps can be performed with the small coupling, Figure 8d -8g. We want to emphasize that the deconvolution of four couplings in one single step transforms the triplet of quintuplets, Figure  8a , into a triplet, Figure 8g . An additional advantage of simultaneous deconvolution is the possibility of measuring coupling constants within the signal. Figure 9a is the experimental proton signal of the methyl group of 1-[(4'-methyl phenyl)-azo]-2-naphtol, which shows an unusual pattern. Considering that the methyl group can only couple with ortho phenyl protons, H3'; we measured two coupling constants of 0.71 Hz, Figure 9b , with a convolution process of 16 delta functions and deconvolved it in a single step, Figure 9c . After analyzing the deconvolved signal, a triplet line shape can be observed instead of the expected singlet, probably due to the coupling with the meta phenyl protons, H2', as well. We applied the same procedure again and found in the integral function a minimum at 0.38 Hz, which corresponds to a small minimum, Figure 9d . We end up with a singlet after a second simultaneous deconvolution, Figure 9e . For comparison purposes, in Figure 9f we have re-plotted the experimental signal and in Figure 9g the simulated signal; it is not possible to differentiate them. 
